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How To Easily Create Quality E-Products In Less Than 24 Hours Learning the skill of creating fast

products isnt hard, whether it is an E-book or an audio product. Not only will you learn how to create a

product, you can learn how to accompany your product with an E-cover (or equivalent graphic) and a

sales letter to go with it. And no, it has nothing to do with cutting and pasting an entire E-book with PLR

(Private Label Rights) and calling it your own. Yes, PLR is handy, but Im talking about ORIGINAL, brand

new products that you can call your own. In this Ebook you'll learn about: The Concepts Behind Creating

Products Super Fast! In this book, you will learn how you can create your own product within 24 hours! A

Simple, Yet Complete Blueprint That Teaches You Step-By-Step. You can execute this within 24 hours as

well. The Various Tools You Will Need To Get Started. You need to equip yourself with all the necessary

tools to get started immediately. Techniques On Market Research. Discover simple strategies you can

find the perfect market and optimize your product for that market. How To Literally Get Others To Create

The Content For You, FREE OF CHARGE! It is so simple; you can literally rinse and repeat this strategy

over and over again! How To Customize Your Own E-covers. There is a very simple way to do it even if

you do not have a talent for creating graphics! Write Your Own Sales Letters EASILY! You can fire your

copywriter and do this yourself. Even works if you cant write very well. Get People To Endorse Your

Product! Simple ways to get testimonials and feedback for your product. You will be able to have your

own product up and running within one day. No waiting for months before you start making your first

buck.
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